
Health Interview  Assignment Name:_________________                                             
 Date:_________________                                                                                                  
 Hour:_________________                                                                                                  
Due Date:_____________________ Partner:_______________                                      !
You will be developing and conducting an interview.  This assignment will be 
completed DURING class with your classmates.  Follow the directions on this sheet as 
well as the directions given verbally!!!  All separate elements must be completed on 
time for full credit! !
1.  On the back of this page, list as many “health” topics as you can 
    think of.  Organize your brainstormed list by the following “categories” of health  
    issues. !
  psychological health.......physical health......global health........social 
   health.....environmental health.......any more???? !
2.  Choose five topics from your list that you are interested in!! Using a 
    piece of clean writing paper, list the topics and name three places 
    (sources) that you have been exposed to, or heard about the topic 
    (TV, music, life, friends, family......) !
3.  Write 5 basic introduction questions to use when you begin  your 
     interview.  Completing these questions with your partner will serve 
     as an introduction  for you both. !
4.  Write 10 interview questions: two questions per health topic.      
     You want to learn  WHAT your partner thinks, WHY they think it 
   (who or what has influenced their thoughts) and HOW they try to 
    incorporate their ideas into their life.  DO NOT WRITE PERSONAL  
    QUESTIONS !!  !
5.  You will be assigned a partner.  Your job is to interview your 
    partner about health issues, attitudes and ideas.  It is NOT your job 
    to change their minds or ideas.  Keep your opinions out of this  
    assignment and just gather their facts!!  Use your questions as a START... 
    you will need to expand in order to get enough detail!! !
6.  Conduct your interview.   Set up a note sheet for the information 
     you gather.  Follow the directions given in class.   Take notes on everything your    
     partner says!!  When  you finish, double check your facts by reading back to your  
     partner. 
    Get the details.....details.....details!!  :)	
!!!



!!!
7.  Use your notes to compose an article about your partner’s 
     ideas.  DO NOT repeat the questions in the article!!  Your article  
     should have 7 paragraphs  (Intro, 5 body paragraphs , one per health topic and a  
     conclusion) .  Read your article to your partner .  Make sure all the 
     information is correct and your paper reads smoothly. * Remember,  
     include what your partner thinks, why they think it and how they 
     try to incorporate their ideas into their life.* !
8.  Type a final draft.  Use 12 point font and double space your work.  I will have lap       
      tops for you to use in class !
9.  Staple all of your work together and turn in a packet by the due 
     date.  In your packet should be: !
 *Your 5 topics and sources (3 per topic) ___/10                            
                 *5 basic questions ___/5                                                  
                 *10 “ health” questions( what,why,how) ___/30                             
                 *notes  ___/5                                                                      
                 * edited rough draft ___/10                                              
                 *final draft                                                                
                          introduction  ___/5 (basic knowledge and                                                          
                                                                                                               clean  transition) 
                  5  body paragraphs ___/20 (4 points per P-strong                                                
                                                                                                            topic, what ,why and how) 
                   conclusion  ___/5 ( 5 reflective comments-                                                            
                                                                                                                  see “board” for map) !
                Final Points          ____/90                                                             
          -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                            Topics List   !!
GLOBAL SOCIAL                                                                                  !!!!
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICAL                                                              !!!!
PSYCHOLOGICAL OTHER????????                                                              


